29pc BlackGold
Built for performance, engineered to perfection

HIGH OUTPUT. PEAK EFFICIENCY.
137° split point penetrates material surface on contact
Heavy taper with narrow lip for faster starts
Aggressive web taper prevents breakage
Tri flat shank on 3/16" thru 1/2" which provides secure drill chuck grip that eliminates bit spin out

Industrial-grade NAS High Speed Steel resists chipping and provides increased wear resistance
Engineered for less torque and lightens operator load
Shorter, stronger cutting lip for easier drilling and longer life

PATENT PENDING CASE DESIGN
Impact resistant polymer construction
Tip-out index design for easy drill selection
Holds drills securely in place yet allows easy pick and place access
Polymer drill stops prevent drill damage
Allows tools to be carried, accessed, selected, replaced, secured, and closed with one hand
Polypropylene construction offers durable chemical resistant construction
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